
Column Column Name Format Description
Length limit in 

characters
A FID string Automatically Generated by the SMU Node of the NGDS

B latitude decimal

Latitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center point 
for areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits for 
sufficient precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 02-
463, p. 6). Use decimal degrees.

C longitude decimal

Longitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center 
point for areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits 
for sufficient precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 
02-463, p. 6). Use decimal degrees.

D observationuri string
Unique identifier for this observation. This is the identifier (Uniform 
Resource Identifier) that will be used to cross-reference data, samples, and 
other observations to the observation represented by this record.

255

E observationname string
Common or human-readable name by which the feature  is known. 
Recommend using only web-safe characters (a-z A-Z 0-9 _-.) in the name. Be 
consistent in the naming convention used within any given dataset.

255

F specimenlabel string
Short text string to identify/characterize the sample used in this 
observation; may include one or more sample names as provided by the 
sample collector or analyzing laboratory.

255

G specimenuri string
Unique identifier for sample; should include protocol prefix with known 
meaning, delimited by a ':' (colon), e.g. igsn:24623570 or UND:4556a

255

H geologicunitname string

Name of geologic unit that was sampled. Include hierarchy of names if the 
unit is part of a higher-rank geologic unit, e.g. Group name/Formation 
name, or Formation/Member, or Group/ Formation. Spell out unit names in 
full.

255

I featureofinteresturi string
Unique identifier that specifies the feature represented: e.g. a geologic 
feature, aquifer or facility structure.

255

J lithologyterm string
Description of the lithology of surface geology or geologic column for well 
interval, e.g. arkose, granite, limestone, sandstone, schist.

255

K rockname string
Free text name for lithology category of sample, e.g. biotite-hornblende 
granite, lithofeldspathic sandstone, calcareous arkose, biotite schist.

255

There are no warranties expressed or implied. Decisions made based on the information available should be made 
after a thorough due diligence by the user.

The UND Radiogenic Heat data are available as a discrete dataset in multiple export options at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu:9000/geoserver/web (select 'Layer Preview' under 'Data') .  The csv version is available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/staging.und_rad_view_materialized.zip

Abstract: Uranium, Thorium, and Potassium determined by high-resolution gamma ray spectrometry.  Approximately 
700 kg of each sample were crushed to 1/4 inch diameter and stored in cylindrical containers prior to measurement.  
Recording time was 2 hours for each sample.  Approximately 350 specimens included.  

Heat Flow Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_heatflow_materialized.zip (>60 MB)

Disclaimer

UND Radiogenic Heat Contribution

This document describes the column order and description for data provided by the University of North Dakota 
(UND).  These data were provided by UND to the SMU Geothermal Laboratory as part of the National Geothermal 
Data System (NGDS) Project sponsored by the Department of Energy under grant DE-EE0002852.  Some or all of 
these data were additionally made available via the NGDS through the interactive interface available at the SMU 
Node of the NGDS (http://geothermal.smu.edu) and/or through various 'content models' developed for use in 
exchanging information across the NGDS.  Additional information on the content model formats is available at 
http://schemas.usgin.org/models/. 

This particular set, the UND Radiogenic Heat contribution, populates the following NGDS content models, which 
may be combined with other organizations' data when available: 

Well Header Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_wellheader_materialized.zip (>350 MB)

Radiogenic Heat Production, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_radiogenicheat_materialized.zip
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L samplingfeatureuri string
Unique Identifier for the particular site (station) or well where the sample(s) 
came from. For wells, this might be the HeaderURI or API number used in 
other metadatafiles.

255

M samplingfeaturename string
Human-intelligible name of sample location, e.g.  well, outcrop, 'Exxon 1 
Cochise well', 'Outcrop on Hwy 63 mile marker 125' etc. from which the 
specimen was obtained

255

N samplecollectiondate date
Please use MM/DD/YYYY format: Date for the record: date on which 
observation, measurement or test was made or specimen was collected. 

10

O localityterms string
Additional information or more geographic names associated with sample 
collection location

255

P tectonicprovince string Tectonic division of a region based on geology 255
Q county string County name 255
R state string State name, spelled out, not abbreviated 255

S plss_meridians string
List north-south baseline and east-west meridian that Townships and 
Ranges are referenced to

255

T township string
Township in PLSS grid, relative to reported baseline. Formatting and 
punctuation should be consistent for all locations referenced to the same 
baseline and meridian

255

U range string
Range in PLSS grid, relative to reported meridian. Formatting and 
punctuation should be consistent for all locations referenced to the same 
baseline meridian

255

V section string PLSS section number. Must be numeric 255
W sectionpart string Subdivision of a PLSS section 255

X latdegree decimal

Latitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center point for 
areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits for 
sufficient precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 02-
463, p. 6). Use decimal degrees.

Y longdegree decimal

Longitude coordinate for the surface location of the feature (use center point 
for areas); values should be provided with at least 4 significant digits for 
sufficient precision (7 decimal places is recommended by the USGS (OFR 02-
463, p. 6). Use decimal degrees.

Z srs string

The spatial reference system. It is recommended that an EPSG code be 
used to identify the SRS used to specify the location.  If an EPSG code is 
used, identify it as such with the prefix 'EPSG:' EPSG:4326 is the identifier for 
WGS84, and should be the text in this field. EPSG stands for European 
Petroleum Survey Group. EPSSG codes can be dereferenced by putting the 
code in this URL (replace 4326) http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/4326/.

255

AA locationuncertaintystatement string
Information on how the original location was determined, e.g.: 1:250,000 
map, gps unit, Google Earth, PLSS Conversion, Spatial Datum Conversion, 
e.g., NAD27 to WGS84.

255

AB elevationdatum_m decimal The point of reference against which elevation measurements are made. 
Best practice: use mean sea level (MSL) as datum.

AC sampledepth_m decimal Depth (in meters) of formation sampled. If sample is from the surface enter 
zero.

AD samplemeasurementdate date Please use MM/DD/YYYY format 10

AE sampletype string

Type of material used for sample measurement. Category from simple 
material classification scheme e.g. rock, sediment, liquid, gas, biological 
material. DataValidTerms tab includes vocabulary used by SESAR 
(http://www.geosamples.org/), which is recommended for use here.

255

AF samplemass_kg decimal Weight of Sample measured. Convert units to kilograms.

AG overburdenthickness_m decimal If SampleType is surface in situ measurement, provide thickness of soil 
overburden at collection. Convert units to meters.

AH sampledensity_g_cc decimal Density of the rock sample or Bulk Density for Crushed/Cutting samples. 
Convert units to grams/cubic cm.

AI uncertaintydensity string Free text qualitative or quantitative statement regarding the accuracy of the 
sample density or the method used to determine. 255

AJ laboratory string If a Laboratory performed the analysis, include name and address here. 255

AK laboratoryuri string Unique identifier (if available) for the laboratory where the analysis was 
performed. 255

AL radioactvitymeasurementdevice string

Type of analysis/tool used on sample for the measurement: e.g. Gamma Ray 
Spectrometer-hand held, Gamma Ray Spectrometer - Laboratory, FUS-ICP, 
FUS-MS, other. If 'other', provide additional information in the 
MeasurementProcedure. Include device model number if available.

255

AM measurementprocedure string

Text description of how the measurement was made - instrumentation, 
logging rate, correction or extrapolation process, etc. Data provider should 
indicate QA/QC performed on the data, including individual or institution, time 
frame and depth of quality check.

255

AN samplecureduration string Duration of time between sample collection and measurement completion (in 
days). 255

AO measurementcount string Total number of measurements made on this sample. Default is 1. 255
AP uranium decimal Measured Uranium Value in ppm. -999 if not measured.
AQ thorium decimal Measured Uranium Value in ppm. -999 if not measured.

AR potassium decimal Measured Potassium Value expressed as a percentage. -999 if not 
measured, otherwise valid values are between 0 and 100.

AS heatproduction_mwm3 decimal Heat production value using procedure described in MeasurementProcedure 
field. Convert units to μW/m-3
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AT heatproductionuncertainty string

Free text qualitative or quantitative statement regarding the accuracy of the 
Heat Production Calculated Value and the method to determine the value.  
For example: Formula used (0.0000967*Uranium in 
ppm+0.0000263*Thorium in ppm+0.0035*(Potassium%/100))*Density in 
g/cm3.

255

AU notes string

Any additional information to be provided, including description and other 
data not captured by the template, details about collection method, 
measurements, contact information for related parties (original collector, 
project PI), collection platform or Launch, etc.

255

AV metadatauri string

URI identifying (and ideally dereferencing to get) a full formal metadata 
record for the observation report. A time series of observations may all 
reference the same metadata record that provides contact information and 
details on procedure, etc.

255

AW source string

Mandatory. Short text explanation of source of information defining feature; 
may be author-date type citation, but should include some indication of how 
digital data originated. If unpublished data, provide researcher name, date 
and research institution for proper citation. Separate multiple citations with 
pipe ('|') character.

255

AX identifier string Managed by GIS and web feature server; generated from point lat, long, srs 255

AY shape string Location value for the object of interest, for example a point or a polygon.
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